
Tai-chi workshop in Italy 
round and earthy 
a five day full immersion in the tai chi principles 
with cornelia gruber and roberta polizzi 

 

 

 

 

30.5. - 5.6. 2022  

 

 

 

 

in the natural landscape of lunigiana.  
zero kilometer cooking and heartfelt hospitality  

 

info@da3-taiji.com, +39 334 94 851788 (roberta)  
cornelia.gruber@bluewin.ch, + 41 79 714 33 56 (cornelia)  

 



 
 

Taste of taichi / Taste of clay  

cornelia gruber  

This workshop is an introduction to Tai-Chi Chuan 
for novices and a return to the source for advanced 
players. We will work on the basics of ergonomic 
movements to be able to integrate them into a small 
sequence of Master Bow Sim Mark called “A Taste 
of Tai-Chi”.  

The week will give us time to go through the 
detailed postures, the different movements, the 
breathing, some notions of Tai-Chi Chuan 
application as well as some discussions of theory 
and philosophy.  

The work will be dedicated to listening to the body 
and to perceiving energy (qi) – a skill to be acquired 
and a task that needs to be cultivated.  

The touch and modeling of clay offers us another 
gateway to our senses and familiarizes us with our 
“leather", the superficial fascias.  

All the clay work we will do is designed to facilitate 
or illustrate the learning of Tai Chi Chuan and its 
specifique way of moving one's body.  
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Around the circle 

roberta polizzi  

 «The spirit must be round and the principle is the 
circle». This quote of a master calligraph could just 
as well come from a Tai-Chi master: the principle is 
universal in the arts of the Tao.  
 
In Tai-Chi we aim at the circle even in the line, and 
when we project a linear throw, we allow the line to 
grow from the circle, as the discobolus does. But our 
body is full of corners, the skeleton is made of 
straight segments and the joints don’t always help: 
hinged or plain, saddle or condyloid, they rarely 
allow the full circle.  
 
Luckily our bodies - despite their many angles - can 
organize themselves in order to produce almost 
perfect circles. In this workshop we will search for 
the most natural ways to obtain a circular and fluid 
movement. We will look for the circles hidden in the 
lines and the lines in the circles, aiming for a 
continuous movement with a clear direction.  
 
This workshop is suitable for enthusiastic beginners 
as well as expert Tai-Chi practitioners and curious 
adept of different body-work practices. 
 



round and earthy: details

where
Casale in Lunigiana,  Via del piano17-Loc.MERIZZO
Merizzo, Italy 54028-Villafranca in Lunigiana ( MS )
 
https://www.facebook.com/CasaleInLunigiana 

Closest airport: Pisa; closest train station: Villafranca/Bagnone (from there you will be picked up) 
By car: over A15.

when
30.5-5.6.22 
arrival on monday evening (dinner), departure on sunday morning (breakfast)
from tuesday to saturday six hours class a day, three hours each teacher. The classes will be more 
and more woven together in an open mood of research.

how much
workshop: before 30.4.22: € 350 + € 30 material (clay); after 30.4: € 400 + 30.
reservation: € 100,- to be payed by reservation, the rest on the spot. Please refer to the 
organizers for bank account details.
full pension: € 250 for the five days 
withdrawal: in case of withdrawal after 30.4.22, the full reservation sum will be retained by the 
organizers. 

language
We speak english, italian, french, german and some spanish so there will be
translations if needed. But remember: main language is body-language!

questions?
 
info@da3-taiji.com, +39 334 94 851788 (roberta)
cornelia.gruber@bluewin.ch, + 41 79 714 33 56 (cornelia)

https://www.facebook.com/CasaleInLunigiana

